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Abstract 
The Chemist Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier and mathematician Pierre Simon Laplace, who conducted a 

collaborative research on heat phenomena, are two of the key figures that represent French scientific 
community in the late 18th century. They joined hands together to understand heat phenomena that had not 
been fully explained until that time. They studied heat phenomena based on a heat particle model called 
‘caloric’ and this study further expanded into light, magnetism and electricity, laying groundwork for many 
other research achievements afterwards. This article goes through their individual researches and looks into 
the process of their joint research based on the analysis of their publications. Further to these, it emphasizes 
its continuity with the Laplacian Program, a large-scale research project conducted in the early 19th century. 
Lastly, this article presents how science can merge with history, and at the same time, introduces the 
prerequisites for successful convergence research through existing research cases. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Convergence research or interdisciplinary study, which crosses disciplinary boundaries, has been recently 
conducted in many fields of study. There has also been a drastic increase in the number of joint researches that 
span across different disciplines of science [1, 2]. This article aims to introduce a historical case of convergence 
research between experts in different disciplines of science, and to show the critical factors that contributed to 
realizing such convergence.  

Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier (1743-1794) and Pierre Simon Laplace (1749-1827) are the two representative 
figures of French scientific community in the late 18th century. These French scientists, although having 
engaged in two different fields of science, joined hands to conduct a collaborative research to understand heat 
phenomena that had not been fully explained at that time. They created a theory of heat particle called ‘caloric’ 
and probed into heat phenomena based on it [3]. Their study further expanded into light, magnetism, and 
electricity, which laid a groundwork for more research achievements afterwards.  

Many historians of science have conducted researches on these two historic figures in French science [4, 5]. 
However, these studies concentrated more on their individual academic achievements, with little focus brought 
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to their collaborative research. This paper compiles the key research results on Lavoisier and Laplace and looks 
into their academic activities and publication on their collaboration. Further to these, particular emphasis will 
be laid on the continuity from their collaborative research to the ‘Laplace Program’, a large-scale research 
project implemented in the early 19th century. 
 
 

2. LAVOISIER AND LAPLACE: TWO SCIENTISTS OF THE HISTORIC 
CONVERGENCE RESEARCH 

Lavoisier and Laplace conducted a collaborative research in France in the late 18th century. First of all, 
Lavoisier was a well-known chemist that discovered the law of conservation of mass. In the late 18th century, 
Lavoisier headed the French Academy of Sciences (Académie des Sciences) and contributed to the 
establishment of the metric system of measurement, giving birth to 1 meter(m), 1 liter(l), and 1 gram(g) that 
have been widely used until today [6]. He also made a huge contribution to elevating chemistry as an 
independent discipline of science. Historians have rated him high as a pioneering figure in the Chemical 
Revolution that broke away from alchemy and created the modern concept of ‘chemistry’. Among his 
achievements are discovery of oxygen, development of chemical equation notation and chemical elements 
table, and production of precise experimental instruments. Elements of Chemistry (Traité Elémentaire de 
Chimie), published in 1789, is widely recognized as a masterpiece that elevated chemistry from a qualitative 
to quantitative discipline [7]. 

Laplace, the other key figure in this convergence research, was second to none in the French scientific 
community. He also made remarkable scientific achievements in mathematics, physics and astronomy. Laplace 
also held an important position at the French Academy of Sciences and at the project for developing the metric 
system [8]. As a scientist, Laplace is well-known for his innovative approach to employ the differential 
equation to solve the problems on the stability of solar system and the orbital plane of planets as presented in 
Treatise of Celestial Mechanic (Traité de Mécanique Céleste), a five-volume treatise on celestial mechanics 
published in series over a decade. He is also valued as a leading figure in completing the determinism in 
Newtonian physics [9]. Furthermore, he took initiative in the ‘Laplacian Program’ that attempted to apply the 
Newtonian solution to other outstanding fields of science such as electricity and magnetism. In this process, 
he suggested many solutions to differential and integral equations including Laplace transform.  

Serving at the French Academy of Sciences during the same period, Lavoisier and Laplace had chances to 
exchange ideas on their common interests. French Academy of Sciences was the most reputable scientific 
organization that opened its membership only to the best scientists of the time. Supported and sponsored by 
the king of France, it made a huge contribution to opening the heyday of French science in 18th and 19th 
centuries. Its members were asked to attend all the meetings held by respective sections, each representing a 
different branch of science, and also had to listen to the research presentations and participate in discussions 
at the general meetings participated by all the members [10]. They were obliged to conduct a range of scientific 
projects and the establishment of metric system was one of them. Thanks to the French Academy of Science, 
these two historic figures, each representing their own field of discipline, came to meet up and share their ideas 
together in person.  
 
 

3. CALORIC: TOPIC AND PROCESS OF CONVERGENCE RESEARCH 
Now the question arises as to which topic was attractive enough to make these historic scientists join hands 

and jump into a joint research. The answer is heat. Heat might have been a common interest for most of the 
scientists in the late 18th century. Industrial revolution, which started in Britain in the mid-18th century, spread 
out to the rest of Europe in the late 18th century. Rapid changes in Britain were of course a pressing matter for 
France. Industrial revolution meant a drastic upturn to the machine-based factory system and steam engine was 
a symbolic invention of such changes. Steam engine generates power from swelling volume of water heated 
in a machine. Therefore, interests in steam engine expanded into heat, stage changes, and volume expansion 
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[11]. Lavoisier grew deeply interested in heat on this wise. 

Meanwhile, heat itself was an attractive topic to draw attention from scientists, because there had not been 
enough explanations on heat phenomena although they were easily seen in daily lives. Moreover, Isaac Newton 
(1642-1726), the greatest scientist in the 17th century, suggested in his book Opticks that the approach based 
on the corpus model would help gain a better understanding in various phenomena. Newton suggested that 
heat, light, electricity, and magnetism would also be particles. Newton also claimed that he clarified all the 
questions in the mechanics and astronomy through the idea of universal gravitation – the force that works 
between two objects. He insisted that the forces of attraction and repulsion would be similarly used to explain 
and understand various phenomena caused by and related to heat, light, electricity, and magnetism. This 
suggestion made the scholars take more interests in heat phenomena in the 18th century [12]. As such, 
Laplace’s profound interests in heat came from the necessity for and the possibility of establishing a new 
theory on the heat phenomena. 

Shortly after they confirmed the common interests, they started a joint research as of early 1780s. Laplace 
strongly supported Newton's corpuscular theory and suggested that heat would take the form of corpuscles. 
Lavoisier was also favorable to Newtonians and therefore, accepted this hypothesis. More specifically, 
Lavoisier was assigned to monitor heat phenomena, collect relevant data and suggest a model that can fully 
explain them. Laplace used the collected data to conduct a mathematical analysis on the heat phenomena, and 
then systemized the theory to widely explain a variety of unique phenomena generated by heat [13]. The results 
of this study was jointly presented at the French Academy of Sciences and paved the way for many following 
researches. 

One of the key points in their joint research was that the heat phenomena should be seen as the consequences 
of the heat corpus called caloric that move in the manner of a fluid. Caloric was chosen as a key element of 
the theory because it best corresponds with the concept of Newton's corpuscular theory, and well explains a 
variety of heat phenomena [14]. Most importantly, it easily explained the differences in temperature between 
two objects, saying that a hot object has more calorics, whereas a cold object has less calorics. The instant 
balance in the temperature between two contacting objects could be explained by the transfer of calorics from 
one to the other. The same applies to the explanation for the thermal conduction. 
 
 

4. ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY AND LAPLACIAN PROGRAM: THE RESULTS OF 
CONVERGENCE RESEARCH 

The caloric theory was by far more useful than explaining the simple temperature balance. Lavoisier figured 
that the theory also well explained the volume expansion when the gas temperature rises. In this process, he 
gave a range of properties to caloric particles, indicating that a caloric particle has zero mass but a strong 
resilience to one another, and that its individual size is small enough to penetrate other ordinary particles 
existing in nature.  

Lavoisier explained the volume expansion based on these characteristics. First off, the number of caloric 
particles in a gas increases when the gas is applied with heat. Then the caloric particles fill the space between 
gas particles. When the gas temperature is low with less number of caloric particles, the gas volume is not big 
enough because the universal gravitation keeps the gas particles in place. However, when the gas temperature 
rises, the caloric particles get in between the gas particles, which enhances the repulsive force between caloric 
particles. This weakens the universal gravitation among the caloric particles and loosens the bond among the 
gas particles, which naturally leads to volume expansion of the gas. Meanwhile, Lavoisier suggested that the 
atmospheric pressure is stronger than the repulsive power among caloric particles to explain the little volume 
expansion in liquids and solids. Laplace strongly agreed upon Lavoisier’s argument and started to theorize it 
in a mathematical manner in consideration of the caloric particle’s movement and elasticity. 

This joint research also exerted a huge influence on their individual studies. In Lavoisier’s Elements of 
Chemistry, he elevated caloric to a crucial substance throughout the vast field of chemistry. He named the title 
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of its opening chapter ‘Of the Combinations of Caloric, and the Formation of Elastic Aëriform Fluids’, as 
presented in the Figure 1 and Figure 2 [15]. In other words, he suggested caloric as the key substance to 
understand a diversity of chemical phenomena presented in his publication.  

 
Figure 1. The Contents of Lavoisier’s Elements of Chemistry 

 

Figure 2. The First Chapter of Lavoisier’s Elements of Chemistry  

Laplace set the caloric model as a starting point to understand other phenomena. For example, he applied 
the concept of caloric particles characterized by tiny weightless substance with elasticity directly to other 
outstanding topics, e.g. light, electricity, magnetism and capillarity. The Laplacian Program, initiated with the 
hope for completing the Newtonianism through the mathematical clarification and theorization of the mutual 
interactions between general substances and elastic substances such as light particle, electric particle and 
magnetic particle, all started from the caloric theory. 

However, their joint research did not go beyond the simple suggestion of the caloric particle’s characteristics 
and one day it came to a halt. The underlying cause of suspension was neither the personal conflict between 
the two scientists nor the unbridged gap between chemistry and mathematics. In the year when Lavoisier 
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published Elements of Chemistry, France underwent a series of huge political convulsions. The French 
Revolution broke out. As the uprising raged on, the republicans that were against the monarchy executed the 
king and started to dismantle symbolic institutions of the Ancien Régime. One of them was the French 
Academy of Sciences. The political extremists put many allegations to Lavoisier and executed him on the 
guillotine to declare the shutdown of the French Academy of Sciences. For these reasons, Lavoisier and 
Laplace could not continue their research. 

Despite all the difficulties, Laplace continued his research with other chemists. He considered chemists as 
good research partners that can provide appealing topics and ideas to mathematicians. Therefore, Laplace 
joined hands with a chemist Claude Louis Berthollet (1748-1822) that succeeded to Lavoisier’s heritage, and 
continued the suspended research on caloric theory. Historians of science call their collaborative research 
‘Laplacian Program’. Many other scholars from various fields of science, including chemists Joseph Louis 
Gay-Lussac (1778-1850) and François Arago (1786-1853); physicists René Just Haüy (1743-1822) and Jean-
Baptiste Biot (1774-1862); and a mathematician Siméon Denis Poisson (1781-1840) took part in the program. 
This program suggested various models and mathematical approaches that can help explain various phenomena 
caused by heat, light, electricity and magnetism. Differential equation, derived from this program, is widely 
used in science and engineering until now [16]. In short, Laplacian Program was in today’s language, an epoch-
making research program based on interdisciplinary collaboration. It was the legacy of joint research between 
Lavoisier and Laplace. 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
This remarkable case of interdisciplinary research between Lavoisier and Laplace well presents the 

prerequisites for a successful convergence research. Both Lavoisier and Laplace had solid reputation as 
renowned scientists and conducted a high-level of researches in chemistry and mathematics respectively. 
Having identified their common interests in heat phenomena, they set the research target as caloric particle and 
mobilized their individual expertise to conduct a systematic research on the target. The results from this joint 
research were used to deepen and enhance the quality of their own researches, and lastly, their experience in 
the successful convergence laid groundwork for a large-scale research program afterwards. 

Studying the former cases of successful convergence researches, this article may have significant influence 
in various ways. Firstly, it provides an opportunity to understand relatively unknown activities of the two 
famous French scientists. Secondly, it shows how science merges with the humanities in that the science is 
viewed on the historical perspective. Thirdly, it presents the key elements to be taken into consideration in 
setting the goals for today’s convergence researches and designing their implementation process. In short, 
historical cases may serve as a good reference for solving the today’s problems. 
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